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Abstract: Large core silica holey fibers with a limited number of air channels in the 
cladding are investigated theoretically and experimentally. An impact of the relative hole 
diameter on single-mode operation, the fiber transmission, and bending loss is addressed 
in detail. 

Large core, or large-mode-area (LMA), optical fibers are used now for delivering laser beams of high 
power, laser welding, amplification of signals in communication, and implementation of high-power fiber 
lasers [I-31. Majority of these applications demands the core as large as possible, the single-mode operation, 
and also resistance of a fiber to micro- and macro-bends, deformations, and so on. These demands cannot be 
simultaneously satisfied in conventional fibers, but can in principle met in so-called photonic crystal or holey 
fibers (HFs), where a wave-guiding region is formed by a system of air channels in silica [4]. Some problems 
of projecting and fabrication of HFs are discussed in literature; however, their optimization is still an open 
question. One of the parameters that can be critical in real HFs is a number of air channels surrounding silica 
core. To the best of our knowledge, this aspect is weak lightened in a literature - only a couple of works 
touches the problem [5,6]. This paper is devoted to a theoretical and experimental investigation of the 
question of how the number of air channels in HF cladding is reflected on the modal structure and fiber loss 
[7,81. 

In the present work, it was used a full-vectorial method for computing the modes of HFs with a finite 
number of air channels that is based on analysis of the integral equations for the transversal components of the 
magnetic field in holes [9 ] .  The results of calculations of the HF-modes are shown in Figs.1-3. These data 
refer to HFs whose cross-section is a web of n, hexagonal rings composed of air holes of the diameter d 
pitched by the distance A. 

Fig.1 shows an example of calculation for intensities of the fundamental HI- and H,-modes defined by the 
main component of magnetic field for HF with dlA=0.52. These distributions were obtained for the number 
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Fig.]. One-quarter part of fundamental-mode intensity distribution-the case of HF with 
d/A =0.52. Labels I ,  2. 3. ..., 8 answer to isolines 0.5. I ,  1.5, ..., 4. Inset is oi~ervieiv of  HF three-ring air hole strtlcttlre. 

of hole layers n, =2,3,4; their independence from the mode polarization agrees with the fact that these modes 
are two-fold degenerated. One can see from Fig.] that all the curves related to different n, are the same. This 
is explained by the fact that the mode distributions are practically entirely localized within the internal ring of 
holes. 

Fig.2 allows one to judge about sensitivity of the fundamental mode of LMA-HF to fiber bends. The value 
of 6 characterizes qualitatively the bending loss of the HF-mode. One can see from Fig.2 that in the range of 



Fig.2. Relative beat length (/Ao versus MAo for the fundamental modes of HFs with d/A =0.38 
(I),  0.48 (2), 0.52 (3), and 0.6 (4). 

practical interest 4 I N& I 12, the ratio c/ho is a monotonously rising function of the ratio N& and a 
monotonously decreasing function of the ratio dlA. We found that of a similar behavior is the dependence of 
the ratio y_O versus AILO, where A is the mode spot area. Manipulating with these dependences, one can 

arrive to the deduction that the HF-modes are, at the spot-size A fixed, less sensitive to bends of the fibers 
with larger relative hole diameters. 

Note that an improvement of HFs by means of an increase of the relative hole diameter dlA is limited by 
the demands of the fiber single-mode operation. It is known that at n, +m such fibers may be single-mode at 
any wavelength, i.e. endlessly single-mode [lo]. Some estimates in literature show that such a regime holds at 
dlA 10.45. However, at finite n, one cannot draw a definite border between the single-mode and multimode 
HF because all modes of such fibers are leaky. Therefore, in this case one can address such HFs as "quasy- 
single-mode" implying an additional condition holds that the confinement loss for the fundamental mode is 
much less than the confinement loss for all other ones. Since the first higher mode of HF has minimal loss 
among a1 the higher ones, it is sufficient to compare the confinement loss for the fundamental mode and for 
the first higher mode only. The correspondent procedure can be performed by an analysis of the graphs given 
in Fig.3. 

Fig.3. Dependencies of confinement losses on A/& for modes of HF with d//l =0.38 (a), 0.48 (b), 
0.52 (c), 0.6 (d) and for dtfferent numbers of hexagonal rings of air holes: n,=2 (curves 1,4), 3 (2,5), 
4 (3,6), 5 (7,8). Curves 1,2,3,7 refer to fundamental mode and curves 4.5,6,8 - tojrst  higher mode. 

Dashed lines indicate confinement losses of I dB/m and 0.2 dB/km corresponding toA=6.8pm. 

It is seen from Fig.3,a that at dlA=0.38 the confinement loss of the first higher mode are rather high and 
depends weakly on the number of hexagonal rings n, To get satisfactory loss for the fundamental mode of HF 
with dlA=0.38 one needs to have a large number of air channels in it (n, >4, Fig.3,a). In accordance with 



Figs.3,b-d, at the values o f  relative hole diameter dlA20.48, the confinement loss strongly depends on n, In 
particular, if one takes as the criteria of  a high-quality HF the condition that the confinement loss for the first 
higher mode exceeds (or is around) IdBIm and the confinement loss for the fundamental one does not exceed 
(or around) 0.2 dB/km, the wanted fibers (at A=6.8 pm) are to be prepared at nr=3 and dlA=0.48, o r  dlA=0.52 
(Fig.3,b,c). At the same time, as it is seen from Fig.3,d, one can never arrive to the condition o f  
simultaneously low loss for the fundamental mode and notably higher loss for the higher ones when using a 
HF with dIA=0.6, i.e., for this (or higher) value o f  dlA the multimode operation o f  the fiber is supported only. 

T o  check the developed theory, we have prepared a series o f  silica HFs with different relative hole 
diameters and a limited (3-4) number of  air channels inside. W e  have obtained a set o f  125-pml 12-pm fiber 
samples with the average air-hole diameter d varied from 1.1 to  3.6 and spacing A kept fixed, about 6.5-7 pm. 
Thus, the ratio dlA for the HF-samples covers the interval running from 0.15 to 0.6. The HFs were finally 
coated with a conventional polymer coating, giving the outer diameter of  250 pm. The fabricated HF-samples 
(length, 55-60 m) were wound on spools of  16-cm diameter. 

Fig.4 demonstrates an overall view o f  the H F  (dlA=0.48) end-face image, which was recorded with a 
commercial scanning atomic-force microscope. It is seen that the fiber microstructure consists o f  4 full rings 

Fig.4. End-face image (atomic-force microscope) of HF with d//i=0.48. 

of air holes in a hexagonal pattern (the 5-th ring is partially collapsed). W e  have analyzed the transmission 
loss and the demands for the single-mode operation in a series o f  the HF-samples with different d//i. We have 
found that some optimal ratio duSj0 .52  k 0.05, provides a single-mode output from few-meter HFs and low 
(about 5-1 0 dB/km) transmission loss at the wavelengths 13  10 and 1550 nm and low bending loss for HFs o f  
hundreds o f  meters in length. It  has been shown that the results of  the theoretical modeling of  the LMA-HF 
modal structure are in a notable agreement with the experimental data. 
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